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In this article we shall propose a Diophantine inequality for algebraic points
over an open dense subset of a projective smooth variety of log-general type.
1 Preliminary
We prepare preliminaries for convienience to the reader([Baki], [Mzk0], [Mzk1], [Mzk2],
[Mzk3], [Mzk4]).
Let X be a normal scheme which is proper and flat over Spec(Z). Let Xan denote
the compct normal analytic space whose undelying set of complex points X(C).
Definition 1 1. An arithmetic line bundle on X is a pair of a line bundle L on X
and a hermitian metric | − |L on the line bundle Lan on Xan which is compatible
with the complex conjugation on Xan. This will be denoted by L¯.
2. When L¯, M¯ are arithmetic line bundles on X, a homomorphism L¯ → M¯ is
defined to be a homomorphism L → M such that the local sections s of L with
|s|L ≤ 1 map to those of M with |s|M ≤ 1.
3. The global sections of L¯ over X are the set of homomorphisms O¯XtoL¯. Here O¯X
is a pair of OX with trivial metric on OXan.
4. The isomorphism classes of arithmetic line bundles on X with addition defined
by tensor products form a group APic(X).
5. Let f : Y → X be a morphism of normal and flat, proper schemes over Spec(Z).
The inverse image of an arithemetic line bundle L¯ on X is a pair of f ∗L with
f ∗| − |L, which we denote by f∗L¯ or L¯|Y for the sake of simplicity.
Let F be a finite extension of the rational number field Q, i.e., a number field.
Let OF be the integral closure of Z in F . Let V (F ) be the set of valuations of F ,
which decomposes as a disjoint of nonarchimedian and archimedian valuations, i.e.,
V (F )non∪V (F )arc. Let Fv be the completion of F at v ∈ V (F ) and |−|v : Fv → R for
the real valued valuation map deteremined by v. Let v ∈ V (F )non be a nonarchimedian
valuation. ordv : Fv → Z is the order defined by v. qv denotes the cardinality of the
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residue ﬁeld of Fv. A ﬁnite formal sum
∑
v∈V (F ) cvv is an arithmetic divisor, where
cv is an integer if v is a nonarchimedian valuation and cv is a real number if v is
an archimedian valuation. This divisor is said to be eﬀective if all the cv are non
negative.The set of arithmetic divisors forms an arithmetic divisor group ADiv(F ). A
principal arithmetic divisor is∑
v∈V (F )non
ordv(f) · v −
∑
v∈V (F )arc
[Fv : R] · log(|f |v) · v
where f ∈ F . These principal arithmetic divisors form the principal arithmetic divisor
group, which denotes APrc(F ). It is well-known that
APic(Spec(OF )) ∼= ADiv(F )/APrc(F )











which determines a homomorphism ADiv(F )→ R which factors through APiv(Spec(OF ))→
R since the kernel of deg is APrc(F ). Let K be a ﬁnite extension of F . Deﬁning
deg
K











For a geometric point x ∈ X(Q¯), i.e., x : Spec(F ) → X, we have a morphism xF :
Spec(OF )→ X. Given an arithmetic line bundle L on X, we deﬁne a real number
htL¯(x) = degF (x
∗
F L¯)
This is called height function.
We denote by X(Q¯)≤d ⊂ X(Q¯), where d is a non-negative integer or the infty ∞
the union of the subsets X(F ) when F is a number ﬁeld with [F : Q] ≤ d. A compact
domain is a compact subset of a topological space which is the closure of its interior.
Let V ⊂ V (Q) be a ﬁnite set that contains all the archimedian points V (Q)arc. For




) be a non-empty complex conjugate stable compact domain(resp. a non-empty
Gal(Q¯v/Qv)-stable subset whose intersection with each X(K) ⊂ X(Q¯v), for K ⊂ Q¯v
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a finite extension of Qv is a compact domain in X(K) such that Kv ̸= Xan(resp.
Kv ̸= X(Q¯)). We set
KV ⊂ X(Q¯)
which is the set of points x ∈ X(F ) ⊂ X(Q¯) where [F : Q] < ∞ such that since
F ⊂ Fv=arc, F ⊂ Fv=non,
1. for each archimedian valuation v ∈ V arc the set of [F : Q]-points of X(C)
determined by x ∈ X(F ) is contained in Kv.
2. for each non archimedian valuation v ∈ V non the set of [F : Q]-points of X(Qv)
determined by x ∈ X(F ) is contained in Kv. This KV is said to be a compactly
bounded subset of X(Q¯). {Kv}v∈V is said to be the bounding domains of KV .
Proposition 1 1. Let L and M be line bundles on X and L¯, M¯ arithmetic line
bundles. We have
htL¯×M¯(x) = htL¯(x) + htM¯(x)
for x ∈ X(Q¯).
2. If some tensor power of LQ = L|XQ is spanned by its global sections, then there
exists a constant C for all x ∈ X(Q¯).
htL¯(x) ≥ C
3. The BD-class of htL¯ depends only on the isomorphism class of the line bundle
LQ on XQ. We can write a BD-class of htLQ or htL instead of the BD-class of
htL¯.
4. Let d be a natural number and C a real number. Assume a line bundle LQ is
ample on XQ. Then the set of points x ∈ X(Q¯)≤d such that htL¯ ≤ C is ﬁnite.
Definition 2 1. Let L be a ﬁnite extension ﬁeld of a number ﬁeld K and B, A
rings of integers of L and K, respectively. Let TrL/K be the trace map and a
fractional ideal
{x ∈ L|TrL/K(xB) ⊂ A}
, which is called codiﬀerent ideal and is denoted by D(B/A)−1. Since B ⊂
D(B/A)−1, (B : D(B/A)−1) = D(B/A) is an integral ideal of B, which is said
to be diﬀerent ideal of L/K or conjugate diﬀerence product of B/A.
2. Given a geometric poit Spec(Q¯) → X, we have a minimal ﬁeld of deﬁnition F
of x.
3. Let Z be a normal noetherian scheme Z and D an eﬀective Cartier divisor con-
tained in the regular locus of Z. Then the closed reduced subscheme Dred is also
an eﬀective Cartier divisor.
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4. Let x ∈ X(Q¯) and F a minimal deﬁnition ﬁeld of x. The diﬀerent ideal of F/Q
determines an eﬀective arithmetric divisor :
δx ∈ ADiv(F )
which is supported in V (F )non.
5. The following map
logdiﬀX : X(Q¯) ∋ x �→ degF (δx) ∈ R
is said to be log-diﬀerent function logdiﬀX on X(Q¯).
6. Given an eﬀective Cartier divisor D on X, let UX denote X \ D. Let x ∈
UX(F ) ⊂ UX(Q¯), where F is a minimal deﬁnition ﬁeld of x. This point x gives
rise to a unique morphism Spec(OF ) → X. Hence we have a pull-back of D to
Spec(OF ) and we denote it by Dx. Then (Dx) is an eﬀective arithmetic divisor
in ADiv(F ) which is supported in V (F )non. (Dx)red ∈ ADiv(F ) is said to be the
conductor of x and the following map is said to be log-conductor function:
logcondD : UX(Q¯) ∋ x �→ degF ((Dx)red)
7. The log-diﬀerent function logdiﬀX on X(Q) depends only on XQ. The BD-class
of logcondD on UX(Q) depends only on (XQ, DQ).
Proposition 2 Let D be an eﬀective Cartier divisor on X, L¯ = (L, | − |L) an arith-
metic line bundle on X such that L = OX(D). Let UX = X \ D, htD = htL¯. Then
there exists a constant C that depends only on (XQ, DQ) such that
logcondD ≤ htD + C
on UX(Q¯).
Proof 1 Let D be an eﬀective Cartier divisor on X, L¯ = (L, | − |L) an arithmetic
line bundle on X such that L = OX(D). Let UX = X \ D, htD = htL¯. Then the
arithemetic line bundle L¯ has a hermitian metric | − |L on a line bundle Lan over
Xan determined by L compatible with the complex conjugation. For x ∈ X(Q¯) it gives
xF : Spec(OF )→ X, where F is the minimal deﬁnition ﬁeld of x, and
htL¯ = degF (x
∗
F L¯) ∈ R
Let s is a global section of L which gives D. Then the contribution of height of L¯ at
archimedian primes is given by the continuous function |s|L¯ on the compact analytic
space Xan. Hence it is bounded. At nonarchimedian primes the diﬀerence is given by
(x∗FD)red of logcondD.
Theorem 1 (Mochizuki) The following two equivalent assertions hold.
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1. (ABC Conjecture) Let X be a smooth, proper, geometrically connected curve over
a number ﬁeld and D ⊂ X a reduced divisor. Let UX denote X \D, d a positive
number and ϵ a positive real number. Suppose ωX(D) is big, i.e., κ(UX) = 1.
Then the inequality of BD-clases of functions
htωX(D)<∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX + logcondD)
holds on UX(Q¯)≤d.
2. (ABC Conjecture for S-supported compactly bounded set) Let S be a ﬁnite set
of prime numbers. Let P = P1Q be the projective line over Q, C the divisor
consisting of the three points 0 + 1 +∞. Let d be a poisitive number and ϵ a
positive real number. Let KV ⊂ UX(Q¯) be a compactly bounded subset of P (Q¯)
such that V ⊃ S, V arc = V (Q)arc. Then the inequality of BD-clases of functions
htωP (C)<∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀP + logcondC)
holds on KV ∩ UP (Q¯)≤d.
2 Results
We shall prove the following theorems by using and by virtue of Mochizuki’s theorems.
Theorem 2 Let X be a smooth, projective, geometrically irreducible and reduced
scheme, i.e., variety over a number ﬁeld. Let D be a geometrically reduced divisor
with only normal crossings on X. Let UX = X \ D, d a strictly positive integer,
and ϵ a positive real number. Let ωX be a canonical invertible sheaf of X. Suppose
ωX(D) is big, i.e., UX is of log-general type. Then one obtains an inequality of bounded
discrepancy classes
htωX(D)<∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX + logcondD)
of functions on UX(Q¯)≤d.
Theorem 3 Let X be a smooth, projective, geometrically irreducible and reduced
scheme, i.e., variety over a number ﬁeld. Let D be a geometrically reduced divisor
with only normal crossings on X. Let UX = X \D, d a strictly positive integer, and ϵ
a positive real number. Let ωX be a canonical invertible sheaf of X. Suppose ωX(D) is
big, i.e., UX is of log-general type. Let L be an ample invertible sheaf over X. There
exist integers m and N such that (ωX(D)⊗m⊗L−1)⊗N is eﬀective which is denoted by
E. Then there exist only ﬁnite number of d-rational points on (X \ (D + E))(Q¯)≤d
such that logcondD(x) is bounded.
Theorem 4 Let X be a smooth, projective, geometrically irreducible and reduced
scheme, i.e., variety over a number ﬁeld. Let d be a strictly positive integer, and ϵ
a positive real number. Let ωX be a canonical invertible sheaf of X. Then one obtains
an inequality of bounded discrepancy classes
htωX<∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX)
of functions on X(Q¯)≤d.
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3 Plan of proofs
After Mochizuki’s theory, we ﬁrst make a following lemma.
Theorem 5 Let X be a smooth, projective, geometrically irreducible and reduced
scheme, i.e., variety over a number ﬁeld. Let d be a strictly positive integer, and ϵ
a positive real number. Let ωX be a canonical invertible sheaf of X. Suppose X is of
general type. Then one obtains an inequality of bounded discrepancy classes
htωX<∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX)
of functions on X(Q¯)≤d.
Theorem 6 Let P = P1Q × · · · × P1Q an n-product of the projective line over Q. Let
DP be a divisor deﬁned by the product of the pull-backs p∗i (0 + 1 +∞) where the i-th
projection is pi : P → PQ. Let UP = P \DP . Let ϵ > 0 a real number. Let ωP be an
invertible sheaf for the canonical line bundle on P . Then the inequality of BD-classes
of functions
htωP (DP )<∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀP + logcondDP )
holds on UP (Q¯)≤d.
The last theorem is obtained by iterated products of projective lines with the
divisor of 3 points after Mochizuki’s theorem.
Kummer-Kawamata covering thecnique is useful.
Let Y be a Kummer-Kawamata covering of P ramiﬁed along DP . Then ωY is
ample.
htωY <∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀY )
4 Proof
Proposition 3 Let X, Y be a normal schemes proper ﬂat over Z. Let (x, y) ∈ X ×
Y (F ), where F is a minimal ﬁeld of deﬁnition of (x, y). The diﬀerent ideal of F
determines an eﬀective arithmetic divisor
δ(x,y) ∈ ADiv(F )
which is supported in V (F )non. The assignment
(x, y) ∈ X×Y (Q¯) → logdiﬀX×Y ((x, y)) = degF (δ(x,y)) ∈ R = logdiﬀX(x)+logdiﬀY (y)
determines a well-deﬁned log-diﬀerent function on X × Y (Q¯).
Proof 2 The diﬀerent divisor δx of F (resp.the diﬀerent divisor δy )is determined by
the diﬀerent ideal of x ∈ X(F ) (resp. the diﬀerent ideal of y ∈ Y (F ). The arithmetic
divisor associated to the diﬀerent ideals of (x, y) is
δ(x,y) = δx + δy
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Proposition 4 Let P be n times products of projective lines P1 over a number ﬁeld
and UP n times products of projective lines minus divisors of 0, 1,∞, respectively. Let
C be the sum pull-back of each divisor 0 + 1 +∞ on each projective line. Then
htωUP <∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀP + logcondC)
on UP (Q¯)≤d.
Proposition 5 Let X be a proper smooth scheme over a number ﬁeld and DX a divisor
with normal crossings only on X. There exist an ample divisor HX and a number e
such that
1. DX +HX has normal crossings only on X.
2. Let Y be a multi-Kummer covering ramiﬁed along DX + HX with ramiﬁcation
index e,i.e.,
Y = SpecOX [T1, · · ·Tm]/(T ei − ai)
, where ∑i div(ai) = DX +HX locally.
3. eDY = DX , eHY = HX and DY +HY has normal crossings only.
4. KX +DX +HX = KY +DY +HY .
5. KY is ample.
Proof 3 1. One can easily take an ample divisor HX such that DX+HX has normal
crossings only.
2. A multi-Kummer covering ramiﬁed along with the same ramiﬁed index is an
algebraic regular stack.
3. Since e is a ramiﬁcation index, eDY = DX , eHY = HX and DY +HY has normal
crossings only.
4. Since Y \(DY +HY )→ X \(DX+HX) is e´tale, KX+DX+HX = KY +DY +HY .
5. Let A = KX + DX + HX . One can take HX such that A is ample. One can
furthermore take an ample HX and suﬃciently large e such that





Proposition 6 Let X be a proper regular scheme over a number ﬁeld, d a number,
1 > ϵ > 0 and DX a divisor wit normal crossings only on X. Let Y be a multi-
Kummer covering ramiﬁed along DX +HX with the same ramiﬁcation index e, where
DX +HX has normal crossings only and HX is ample such that ωY is ample. Assume
htωY <∼(1 + ϵ2)(logdiﬀY ) on (Y \DY )(Q¯)≤d′, where d′ = ed. Then
htωX(DX)<∼(1 + ϵ2)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX ) + ϵ
2htHX
on UX(Q¯)≤d, UX = X \ DX . Furthermore, assume KX + DX is big such that KX +
DX − ϵHX is an eﬀective divisor E. Then
htωX(DX)<∼(1 + 2ϵ)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX )
on (X \ (DX + E))(Q¯).
Proof 4 Note that KY is ample,
KX +DX +HX = KY +DY +HY
and
e(DY +HY ) = DX +HX .
htKX+DX ≈ htKX+DX+HX − htHX ∼= htKY +DY +HY − htHX<∼
(1 + ϵ2)logdiﬀY + htDY + htHY − htHX ≈
(1+ϵ2)(logdiﬀX+logcondDX+logcondHX−logcondDY−logcondHY )+htDY+htHY−htHX<∼
(1 + ϵ2)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX ) + ϵ
2htHX
Furthermore, assume KX +DX is big such that KX +DX − ϵHX is an eﬀective
divisor E.
(1 + ϵ2)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX ) + ϵ
2htHX<∼
(1 + ϵ2)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX ) + ϵhtKX+DX =
(1 + ϵ(1 + ϵ))(logdiﬀX + logcondDX )
Hence
htωX(DX)<∼(1 + 2ϵ)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX )
on (X \ (DX + E))(Q¯).
Proposition 7 Let X be a proper smooth scheme over a number theory and DX a
divisor with normal crossings only on X. Assume KX +DX is big. Let Y be a multi-
Kummer covering ramiﬁed along DX with the same ramiﬁcation index e. Then KY is
big for suﬃciently large e. Further assume htωY <∼(1 + ϵ′)(logdiﬀY ) on (Y \ DY )(Q¯),
where DY = (f−1DX)red, f : Y → X. Then
htωX(DX)<∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX )
on UX(Q¯)≤d, UX = X \DX , if ϵ′ < ϵ.
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Proof 5 DX has normal crossings only. Let Y be a multi-Kummer covering ramified
along DX with the same ramification index e,i.e.,
Y = SpecOX [T1, · · · , Tm]/(T ei − ai)




i div(ai) = Di locally.
Then Y is a smooth algebraic stack and DY has normal crossings only. Since
Y \ DY → X \ DX is e´tale, one has KX + DX = KY + DY , eDY = DX . Note
that logdiﬀX + logcondDX ≈ logdiﬀY + logcondY , 0<∼ logcondX (resp. 0<∼ logcondY ) on
UX(Q¯)≤d (resp. UY (Q¯)≤d
′). Note that htD ≈ logcondD for a normal crossing divisor
D.
One obtains
htKX+DX ≈ htKY +DY <∼(1 + ϵ′)logdiﬀY + htDY <∼
(1 + ϵ′)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX − logcondDY ) + htDY <∼
(1 + ϵ′)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX − logcondDY ) + (1 + ϵ′)logcondDY ≈
(1 + ϵ′)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX )
on UY (Q¯)≤d
′. Hence one obtains
htKX+DX<∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX )
on UX(Q)≤d, if ϵ′ < ϵ.
Proposition 8 Let X be a proper smooth scheme over a number theory and DX a
divisor with normal crossings only on X. Assume KX + DX is ample. Let Y be a
multi-Kummer covering ramified along DX with the same ramification index e. Let f :
Y → X be a finite morphism and (Y,DY ) → (X,DX) an induced log-e´tale morphism
such that DY = f−1(DX)red has normal crossings only and KX + DX = KY + DY .
Assume htKY <∼(1 + ϵ)logdiﬀY on (Y \DY )(Q¯).
Then KY is ample. And one obtains
htKX<∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX ) + ϵhtDX
on UX(Q)≤d.
Proof 6 One has
htKX ≈ htKX+DX − htDX ≈ htKY +DY − htDX<∼(1 + ϵ)logdiﬀY + htDY − htDX<∼
(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX − logcondDY ) + htDY − htDX<∼
(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX ) + ϵhtDX
on UY (Q¯)≤d
′, d′ = ed.
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In the proof above, one can ﬁnd a number m such that mKY −DX is ample since
KY is ample.
htDX<∼mhtKY <∼mhtKX+DX
since KY +DY = KX +DX and 0<∼htDY on UY (Q¯)≤d
′ .
htKX<∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX ) +mϵhtKX+DX
Proposition 9 Let f : Y → X be a generically finite morphism and (Y,DY ) →
(X,DX) an induced log-e´tale morphism such that DY = f−1(DX)red has normal cross-
ings only and KX +DX = KY +DY . Assume htKY <∼(1 + ϵ)logdiﬀY on (Y \DY )(Q¯).
Then
htKX+DX<∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX )
on UX(Q)≤d.
Proof 7 Let f : Y → X be a generically finite morphism and (Y,DY )→ (X,DX) an
induced log-e´tale morphism such that DY = f−1(DX)red has normal crossings only and
KX +DX = KY +DY . On UY (Q)≤d
′ one has
htKX+DX ≈ htKY +DY <∼(1 + ϵ)logdiﬀY + htDY <∼
(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX + logcondX − logcondY ) + htDY <∼
(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX )
Hence one obtains
htKX+DX<∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX )
on UX(Q)≤d.
The next is a key proposition.
Proposition 10 Let Y be a proper smooth scheme over Q with KY big. Let P be
n times products of projective lines P1 over Q. Consider a dominant rational map
from Y onto P and resolve the indeterminacy of the rational map to designate them
by p : Z → Y and f : Z → P . Assume DP is a normal crossing divisor on P such
that KP +DP is ample. We define DZ = f−1(DP )red. We may further assume DZ has
normal crossings only. Then there exists an exceptional divisor E
htKY <∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀY )
on some dense subset of (UY \ E)(Q¯)≤d.
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Proof 8 Note that KP +DP = KZ +DZ. One has
htKZ ≈ htKZ+DZ − htDZ ≈ htKP+DP − htDZ<∼
(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀP + logcondDP )− htDZ ≈ (1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀZ + logcondDZ )− htDZ<∼
(1 + ϵ)logdiﬀZ + ϵhtDZ
Since Z is of general type, there exists a number m such that
mKZ ≥ DZ
Let Em = mKZ −DZ.
0<∼htmKZ − htKDZ
0<∼htDZ on (UZ \ Em)(Q¯)≤d′.
We must think images about these inequalities here.
(1 + ϵ)logdiﬀZ + ϵhtDZ<∼(1 + ϵ)logdiﬀZ + ϵmhtKZ
One hence has
(1−mϵ)htKZ<∼(1 + ϵ)logdiﬀZ
Note that there exists an exceptional divisor E such that
KZ = KY + E, 0<∼htE
One has
(1−mϵ)htKY <∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀY + logcondE












on (UY \ p(Em + E))(Q¯)≤d′. Given any 0 < ϵ′ << 1 there exists an ϵ > 0 such that
1 + ϵ′ = (1 + ϵ)(1−mϵ)
since the function of ϵ
(1 + ϵ)
(1−mϵ)
increases continuously for 0 ≤ ϵ < 1
m
from 1 at ϵ = 1. One obtains
htKY <∼(1 + ϵ′)(logdiﬀY )
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and
htKY <∼(1 + ϵ”)(logdiﬀY )
for ϵ′ ≤ ϵ” since logdiﬀY ≥ 0. One should consider all maps Z → P and all DZ to
hold inequalities on Y (Q¯)≤d′ to complete the proof.
Remark 1 1. In the inequality
htωX(DX)<∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX + logcondDX )
one may choose DX as an ample divisor such that DX is linear equivalent to a
multiple divisor, so there exists a suﬃciently small epsilon > 0 such that
(1 + ϵ)logcondDX<∼htDX
2. To prove our mordell problem of high dimension it is suﬃcient to have the fol-
lowing inequality
htωX(DX)<∼(1 + ϵ)(logdiﬀX + htDX )
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